
 

 

Sled deck seal kit installation instructions 

Note: This kit is designed to be installed on 2021 decks, it can be 

installed on previous models but would require changing the 

headache rack to the new style part # 300-0055-BL. This has the 

extrusion that allows the front rubber damper that comes with 

the kit to work. 

This kit requires the removal of the deck legs to be installed.  

Parts supplied in kit: Note 7’ and 8’ kits are different lengths. 

  



 



1. Install the headache rack and tighten bolts. Slide front leg attaching bolts into 

the extrusion. The access is very hard to get at once you have the side seal 

rails in place.  

 

 

2.Install side rail pieces between the top of the legs and the bottom of the leg 

mount extrusion. Then tighten leg mounting bolts. 

Note: there are multiple holes in the side rail pieces at the rear leg, this is to 

allow the 7ft kit to fit box lengths from 6’.5” to 5’.5” and the 8ft kit to fit box 

lengths from 8’.2” to 6’.5”. The aluminum material that the side rails are made 

of is thin enough to be cut with tin snips or side cutters, this is so they can be 

cut down to the correct box length if required.  



  

 

3.Pass the deck wiring through the access hole on the rear driver’s side seal rail. 

Pull the entire wire harness off the side of the deck (undo the white plastic 

cable protector as well you will need all the length you can to plug the flat 4 into 

the truck). Install the rubber grommet into the access hole after pulling the flat 

4 connector and wires all the way through.  

 
 



4.Now you can install the side seal rubbers on both sides, they are pressure 

fit so start at the front and work your way all the way to the back. They have 

steel clips inside the rubber so make sure you are pressing them all the way 

onto the side rail pieces.  

 
 

5.Now the front rubber damper can be installed. Slide it in from the side. 

Note: spray the inside of the extrusion opening the full length with WD-40, 

this will help it slide into place. Make sure you hold the rubber straight inline 

with the extrusion when pulling it into place this will help it slide easily.   

 



6. Now the tailgate piece can be installed. Note this can only be done 

correctly once the deck is installed in the truck.  

 
This piece is designed to fit under the deck and hang down so that the top of 

the tailgate presses up on it, to create the seal. You will need to line it up 

with the back of the box on each side.  

The sides of this piece are designed to go over top of the side seal pieces.  

 



Once you get it into position, you will notice the 2 cut out portions that are 

for the wires to pass thru if needed. (In some cases, they will not need to, as 

the tailgate will be forward of the back of the deck.)  

Then you can now attach the tailgate piece to the bottom side of the deck. 

You can use the 4 – 3/16” rivets supplied or you can use #8 x ½” self drilling 

screws. 4 in total, 2 on either side of center. 

 

 



When the tailgate is closed it should contact the rubber seal fully. If it 

doesn’t, you can pull down on it in the areas needed.  
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